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Abstract

The Riemann Hypothesis is probably the most famous unresolved problem in all 

of mathematics. While some unsolved problems in math can be stated and understood in 

a handful of lines, the Riemann Hypothesis requires a significant background before the 

problem can be grasped. This paper provides the background necessary to understand the 

Prime Number Theorem, and the zeta function on which the Riemann Hypothesis is 

based. This paper also examines the tie between the zeta function and the distribution of 

prime numbers. Operations of complex numbers are discussed at length, as well as 

functional convergence with complex arguments. The difficulty of graphing functions 

with complex arguments is addressed and primitive graphs of the zeta function are 

explained. Lastly, this thesis discusses why this problem has become so important and the 

current state of the search for its proof.
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Introduction

In 1996, Andrew Wiles proved Fermat’s Last Theorem to be true, a problem that 

remained unresolved for 350 years. The problem is simply stated and can be understood 

by most: x" + y" = zn has no integer solutions for n > 2 . At that time, many 

mathematicians considered this problem the single most famous unsolved problem in all 

of mathematics. As Fermat’s Last Theorem did for 350 years, the Riemann Hypothesis 

has proven to be a bane to the most prominent and proficient mathematicians of the past 

150 years.

Whereas the statement of Fermat’s Last Theorem can be grasped by any high 

school student, the Riemann Hypothesis is not as easy to understand. Consequently, the 

purpose of this paper is to explain what the zeta function is, what the Riemann 

Hypothesis says about the zeta function, and its connection to the Prime Number 

Theorem. We will also come to a better understanding of some of the elegant 

mathematics behind it, as well as briefly describe the history of the Riemann Hypothesis

and its current status.

Throughout this paper, we will be discussing “infinite series” such as the zeta 

function. A series is just a string of an infinite number of terms added together. Some 

infinite series converge, meaning that the sequence of partial sums approaches a specific 

value. If the series never converges to a value, it is said to diverge. Think of the series

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7+ ... This series is an obvious example of a diverging series.

Another example of divergence is the series 1 + — + — + — + — + — + — + ... called the 
234567

harmonic series, although the divergence is less obvious. This simple looking series 

stands at the center of the Riemann hypothesis. One might think that every series
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containing an infinite number of terms would diverge. But let us look at another series 

and see what we find. A common example is the “walk halfway” series:

1 + — + — + — + — + — + — + Each step brings the sum of the series closer to 2, but no 
2 4 8 16 32 64

matter how many times we keep adding half of the previous value, the sum will never 

reach 2. This series converges to 2, which means the sequence of partial sums progresses 

arbitrarily close to 2. The zeta function, on which the Riemann Hypothesis is based, is an 

infinite series similar to the examples above.

Although the Riemann Hypothesis is a quite complicated, we will state it here and 

we will work towards a better understanding throughout this paper. In 1859, Bernhard 

Riemann published his famous paper titled “On the Number of Primes Less Than a Given 

Quantity,” in which he conjectures that every non-trivial zero of the zeta function has real 

part !4. This conjecture is now known to the world as the Riemann Hypothesis. It is 

beautifully tied into vast areas of mathematics but is directly related to prime numbers.

To understand what the Riemann Hypothesis claims, we need a bit of important

background information and known results that are intimately connected with it.

Prime Numbers and the Prime Number Theorem

The Riemann Hypothesis and the zeta function are very closely tied to prime 

numbers. A prime number is an integer with no integer divisors other than 1 and itself. 

For example, 6 is not prime since it is divisible by 1, 2, 3, and 6. However, only 1 and 7 

divide 7 without a remainder; therefore, 7 is a prime number. The total number of prime 

numbers less than a number is a quantity discussed so often in mathematics that it has a

special notation. signifies the number of primes less than or equal to N and is read
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“Pi of A.” (To clarify, this ^is the same symbol for finding circumferences and areas of 

circles but has nothing to do with the 3.14159 value.) For example here are all the primes

less than 2000:

{2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23,29,31,37,41,43,47, 53,59,61,67,71,73,79, 83, 
89, 97, 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 127, 131, 137, 139, 149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 173, 
179,181, 191,193,197, 199,211,223,227, 229, 233,239, 241,251,257,263, 
269, 271, 277, 281, 283, 293, 307, 311, 313, 317, 331, 337, 347, 349, 353, 359, 
367, 373, 379, 383, 389, 397, 401, 409, 419, 421, 431, 433, 439, 443, 449, 457, 
461, 463,467, 479, 487,491,499, 503, 509, 521, 523, 541, 547, 557, 563, 569, 
571, 577, 587, 593, 599, 601, 607, 613, 617, 619, 631, 641, 643, 647, 653, 659, 
661, 673, 677, 683, 691, 701, 709, 719, 727, 733, 739, 743, 751, 757, 761, 769, 
773, 787, 797, 809, 811, 821, 823, 827, 829, 839, 853, 857, 859, 863, 877, 881, 
883, 887, 907, 911, 919, 929, 937, 941, 947, 953, 967, 971, 977, 983, 991, 997, 
1009, 1013, 1019, 1021, 1031, 1033, 1039, 1049, 1051, 1061, 1063, 1069, 1087, 
1091, 1093,1097, 1103, 1109, 1117, 1123, 1129, 1151, 1153, 1163, 1171, 1181, 
1187, 1193, 1201, 1213, 1217, 1223, 1229, 1231, 1237, 1249, 1259, 1277, 1279,
1283, 1289, 1291, 1297, 1301, 1303, 1307, 1319, 1321, 1327, 1361, 1367, 1373,
1381, 1399,1409, 1423, 1427, 1429, 1433, 1439, 1447, 1451, 1453, 1459, 1471, 
1481, 1483, 1487, 1489, 1493, 1499, 1511, 1523, 1531, 1543, 1549, 1553, 1559,
1567, 1571, 1579, 1583, 1597, 1601, 1607, 1609, 1613, 1619, 1621, 1627, 1637,
1657, 1663, 1667, 1669, 1693, 1697, 1699, 1709, 1721, 1723, 1733, 1741, 1747,
1753, 1759, 1777, 1783, 1787, 1789, 1801, 1811, 1823, 1831, 1847, 1861, 1867,
1871,1873,1877,1879, 1889, 1901,1907, 1913,1931,1933, 1949,1951,1973, 
1979, 1987, 1993, 1997, 1999}

As you can see if you count, there are 303 of them. This means that tt(2000) = 303 . If

you look at the list, the spacing between prime numbers seems erratic. Let us try to

analyze their distribution, which will give us an insight into what is called the Prime

Number Theorem.

By looking at the start of the list above, we see the first four primes are within the 

first ten integers (1-10). The next four are within the second ten integers (11-20). 

Nowhere else are there 4 primes within a 10 integer block. There are 25 primes from 0-99 

but 21 from 100-199. In general, the greater the starting value of blocks of 100, the less

the primes found within that block. There are 16 primes from 1,000-1,099 and 11 from
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10,000-10,099. There are 7 primes in the block starting at one billion and only 4 in the 

block starting at one trillion. The number of prime numbers appears to thin out with 

larger spaces between primes.

Another way to see this point is by looking at the number of primes less than very 

large numbers. Mathematicians actually know the number of primes less than

astronomical numbers:

N 7T(N)

2,000 303

2,000,000 148,933

2,000,000,000 98,222,287

2,000,000,000,000 73,301,896,139

It appears that the number of primes thins out: there are 303 primes less than 

2,000 and if this same “rate of primes” was continued through all numbers, there should 

be 303 billion primes less than 2 trillion. As the table above shows, there is only a quarter

of that amount less than 2 trillion.

This result might lead one to suspect that the number of primes might be finite. To 

show that this cannot be so, let us assume that there are n primes. If we add 1 to the 

product of all the primes, px x p2 x p3 x ...pn +1, we get a number we will call N. By

construction, the number is not divisible by any of the px. If N is prime, we have a 

contradiction because we’ve found a prime larger than the supposed largest prime, pn. If 

N is not prime, then it is divisible by some prime, p^ which would have to divide 1. This 

is also a contradiction. Therefore, the number of primes is infinite.

After seeing the distribution of the primes, one may ask if there is a function that

tells us . It would be nice to have a function into which we could input any N and
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find/r(A). Note however that has complicated behavior. For example 7z(25) is 9.

So is >t(26), X27), and >z(28). Suddenly, at 29 (the next prime), tz(29) jumps to 10. This

type of behavior is called a “step function.” Because of the step behavior, we cannot have 

a function that perfectly gives for any N. If we cannot have a function that exactly

tells us at all places, are there functions that approximate quite well?

Emphatically, “YES!” This is what the Prime Number Theorem is all about.

A step in the right direction can be made by taking N and dividing by rc(N).

N N/tt (N)

2,000 6.60066

2,000,000 13.4289

000,000,000 20.362

000,000,000 27.2844

N goes up by multiples of 1,000 but------- is going up by nearly 7 every time. This
/r(A)

pattern is logarithmic! There is something tying ------ -to log(A).
/r(A)

This table shows the correlation even more dramatically:

N Log N N/tt (N) % error

2,000 7.6009 6.60066 15.05

2,000,000 14.5087 13.4289 8.04

2,000,000,000 21.4164 20.362 5.18

2,000,000,000,000 28.3242 27.2844 3.81

The greater the value of N, the closer Log N moves towards the value of------- . As
tt(A)

always, mathematicians have a notation for this situation: N
~ log N . This is
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pronounced, “# divided by Pi of N asymptotically approaches the log of #.” The tilde is 

called a “twiddle” by uncouth mathematicians. By simple algebra, we can rearrange the

terms to: n(N)----- . This is The Prime Number Theorem (PNT). It says
log#

lim—— = 1-
7V-»oo #/zlog#

We will not prove this famous theorem, but two very important consequences

follow from it. First, the likelihood of a number being prime is just —-— . This is easy to 
log#

#
see. If the number of primes less than #, is

log#
, then the density of those

primes approaches------- . Using this same logic we can arrive at the second
log#

consequence of the PNT, which allows us to estimate the size of the Nth prime. It says the 

Nth prime is ~ # log(#). We will not prove this (it is not hard to make a heuristic 

argument) but as an example, it predicts that the trillionth prime will be

1012
27,631,021,115,929. We obtain this by calculating-------- —. The trillionth prime is in

log(1012)

fact 30,019,171,804,121. The error is only 8%. These two results come directly from the 

PNT. So direct is the relation that if any of the three (the PNT or the two consequences of 

the PNT) are proved to be true, the other two will have been proven true. Each implies

the other two.
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1
Let us look more closely at the function-------  which tells us the density of the

logN

primes up to N. It is important to the zeta function and the distribution of the primes as 

we have already seen. Here is the function’s graph:

AN)

It has a discontinuity at 1 because the natural log of 1 is zero; as most math students 

know, you cannot divide by zero. What is really interesting and important about the

above function is its integral. When we integrate a function, like —-— which 
logJV

approximates the density of the primes, we receive a function that approximates how 

many prime numbers are within the region of integration. But what is the integral

of—-— ? It is not as easy as saying the integral of cosine is sine plus a constant. In fact, 
log(AT)

there is no straightforward function that defines the integral of———. However, there 
log(AQ

* 1
are numeric methods to approximate f--------- dN for any x. This function comes up

o log(JV)

throughout this paper so it will be easier to reference it if we define it. Instead of
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X 1
writing f-------- dN, we just write Li(x) and we know it to mean, “The integral of

--------- from zero to x. This is what the graph of Li(x) looks like:
log(tf)

It is a pretty simple function. Because of the way it is defined, we know the slope

of the function at any point is —-—. (The derivative of the integral of a function is just 
log(x)

N
the original function.) It makes sense then, that as N increases, Li(N)------------ . The

log(zV)

Prime Number theorem states that ?r(N) ~--------- . Since the ~ is transitive (if A~B and
log(N)

B~C, A~C), ^(N) ~ Li(N). This is true andZz'(N) is, in fact, a better approximation

for/r(N) than--------- . This can easily be seen from the error term represented in the
log(N)

right-most columns of this table:

N Pi(N) N/Log(N) Li(N) N/Log(N)-Pi(N) Li(N)-Pi(N) Pi(N)/(N/Log(N)) Pi(N)/Li(N)
20 8 6.68 9.91 -1.32 1.91 1.20 0.807648

2,000 303 263.13 314.8 -39.87 11.8 1.15 0.962488
200,000 17,984 16385.29 18036.1 -1598.71 52.1 1.10 0.997114

20,000,000 1.27E+06 1.19E+06 1.27E+06 -8.09E+04 298.036 1.07 0.999765
2,000,000,000 9.82E+07 9.34E+07 9.82E+07 -4.84E+06 3015.14 1.05 0.999969

200,000,000,000 8.01E+09 7.69E+09 8.01E+09 -3.21 E+08 13344.7 1.04 0.999998
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As we can see from the table and the graph below, both Li(N) and -——— are 
log(N)

bounds for 7r(N). Li(N) is an upper bound, and--------- is a lower bound after N is
log(N)

sufficiently large, as the graph on the next page shows.

The ENT Li(x)

Jt(x)

X
log(x)

200 400 600 800 1000

The Basal Problem and the zeta function

To further understand the Riemann Hypothesis and the infinite series that

composes the famous zeta function, first let us look at a different infinite series at the

heart of what is called the Basal Problem. We will combine what follows with what have

already seen in the Prime Number Theorem through the Sieve of Eratosthenes.

The Basel problem consisted of trying to find a closed form solution for the

infinite series 1 H—- + — H—r- H—- H—- H—- +...
22 32 42 52 62 72
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We are trying to add an infinite number of terms here, but the series converges to 

a specific value. To attempt to see what the value is, we can add up some of the terms and

see what value the series appears to converge to.

First N Terms Their Sum

10 1.54977

100 1.63498

1,000 1.64393

10,000 1.64483

100,000 1.64492

1,000,000 1.64493

It appears as if the series is converging to some value between 1.64 and 1.65. A normal 

person might be happy to know the value to which the series converges to a dozen 

decimal places, but as we all know, mathematicians are not normal people. They are not 

happy to know that the answer is 1.6449340668482262... because the dot dot dot means 

there are more digits that are not shown. This is an example of an open form solution. 

Mathematicians would much prefer a “closed form solution”; an exact value, if one can

be found.

In 1735, the great Leonhard Euler found a closed form solution to the above

series. He proved that the series converged to the value of —. That 7i is the one used to

find the area and circumference of a circle. No one knew what 3.14159... had to do with

this problem. It was a surprising answer. The Basal problem leads nicely to the zeta 

function of Riemann’s hypothesis because the series above is just a specialized form of 

the zeta function. Instead of having the power of every term be equal to two, the zeta

function is a function in terms of the exponent (5). So instead of
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1 + — + — + — + — + — 4------ h ... as is seen in the Basal problem, the zeta function
22 32 42 52 62 72

is defined as: £(s) = 1 + — + — + — + — + ... where (s) can take on any value greater 
5 2s 3s 4s 5s

than 1. It is easier to write the zeta function in the form, i^(s) = . This is the
n=l

famous Riemann zeta function. It is the sum of the inverses of all the numbers from 1 to

infinity raised to a specific power, (s).

In order to obtain a better grasp of the behavior of the zeta function, we can

examine the function value for various arguments.

1. If s=0, the series is 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +... and it diverges.

2. If s=l, we have the harmonic series 1 + — + - + — + — + —+... which diverges.
2 3 4 5 6

3. If s=l/2, the series is 1 + 4= + 4= + -4=- +... If the harmonic series diverges, a
V2 V3 V4

series with smaller denominators would diverge, and hence this series diverges.

4. If s=-l, the series is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6... which diverges.

5. If s= 2, 3,4... or any integer greater than 2, £(5) converges.

6. If s=l .5, 1.1, 1.001, 1.000001, f(s) converges. Here is the function for all

arguments greater than 1.

4 - \

3 - \

2 '
1 . ----------------------

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5
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The Sieve of Eratosthenes

We are starting to grasp what the zeta function is. Let us return to some useful results 

from number theory that will help our understanding of the zeta function and, therefore, 

the Riemann Hypothesis. There is a rudimentary way of finding all the prime numbers, 

developed by the mathematician Eratosthenes in 230 B.C., called “the Sieve of 

Eratosthenes.” Riemann used a modified sieve to transform the zeta function, as we will 

see later. Let us learn what the Sieve of Eratosthenes does first, then see how Riemann

used it. To use the Sieve of Eratosthenes, all that we need to do is list every integer 

greater than or equal to two up to some integer n. For example, let n=100:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 70

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101

Leaving 2 alone, we can remove every other multiple of two. (Any multiple of 2, other 

than 2 itself would not be prime.)
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2 3 5 7 9 11

13 15 17 19 21

23 25 27 29 31

33 35 37 39 41

43 45 47 49 51

53 55 57 59 61

63 65 67 69 70

73 75 77 79 81

83 85 87 89 91

93 95 97 99 101

Next, we will remove all multiples of 3, other than 3 itself.

2 3 5 7 11

13 17 19

23 25 29 31

35 37 41

43 47 49

53 55 59 61

65 67 70

73 77 79

83 85 89 91

95 97 101
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Since the integer 4 has already been removed, we can move onto 5, then 7, and all the 

rest of the remaining integers. We would be left with a list of the primes.

2 3 5 7 11

13 17 19

23 29 31

37 41

43 47 49

53 59 61

67

73 77 79

83 89 91

97 101

The connection between the zeta function and prime numbers

That is all fine and well but it is a very simple and time-consuming method. What does

this sieve have to do with Riemann’s zeta function? Remember that the zeta function is:

(1) ,, , 1 1 1 1 1— Id--------- 1--------- 1-------- 1—— +
2f 31 44' 5A 6' 7s

and converges for any s greater than 1. The zeta function also involves listing all the 

positive integers, just as we did with the Sieve of Eratosthenes. We are now going to sift 

out certain terms, in the right hand side of the zeta function, again, just as we did with the

Sieve of Eratosthenes.

Let us multiply both sides of the zeta function by — , leaving us with:
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znx I 1 U a 1 1 1 1 1 1
12'J V 4' 6' 8' 10' 12'

Now take expression (2) and subtract it from (1), leaving us with:

zoa fl 1 V A ! 1 1 1 1 1 1
V 2s J 3s 5s Is 9s 11' 13s

It may not seem as if we did much, but we actually accomplished quite a bit with that last 

step. We just removed every even number from the right side of the zeta function. Now

multiply both sides of (3) by , leaving us with:

1
1(4)

„ , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T(i’) —---- 1------ 1------- 1------- 1-------- 1-------- 1--------h...

3s 9s 15' 21" 27' 33' 39s

If we subtract (4) from (3), we can easily see that we will remove every remaining

multiple of three from the right hand side of (3). This is similar to the Sieve of 

Eratosthenes. We have solved the right hand side, but what do we do with the left hand

side? In (3), we have one wholefl -^-^(5). In (4), we have of f 1 ^(5). It

makes sense that, after subtracting, we would have H “y" j °f / 1
1-^7 l<(s). The final

expression would be:

1 1
(5) 1 1

x 2
, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

— 1 d------ 1------ 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1-------- 1--------h...
5s 7' IT 13' 17' 19' 23' 25'

We can keep using this modified Sieve to remove all the multiples of 5, 7, 11, up 

to any prime we wish. Let us pick a large prime, 1979. If we kept doing the above 

process, the expression would be:

1 1 1 1 1 1
(6) 1-

1979' 1973'
1- — I 3' 1- ^(5) = 1 + ■d--

1987' 1993' 1997' 1999'
+ - + -

V

15



It is easy to see that if we continued this process forever, the entire right hand side of the 

expression would be 1. It is not outlandish to assume that the final expression would be:

V f1 1 1 1 11
(7)- 1—- 

v 19' 17s
? 13s!1 11s for1 v’-H'-Fr-s

any s larger than 1. The argument (s) fed into the zeta function must be greater than 1. 

The left hand side of (7) would have a bracketed term for every single prime

number. To clean the expression up slightly, we can divide every term from the left over 

to the right, and use some basic rules of exponents to obtain:

(8) <(5) = (l - rs )_1 (l - 3“)_1 (l - 5-*)'*(i - rs)"’(1 -1 rj )"' (1 -1 rs )"*(1 -1 rs)"'... 

Cleaning up a little more, we can say:

- p s) 1 where p is every prime.
p

In its most complete form, n s = £(s) = no -p s) 1 This is an amazing statement! 
i p

We can express the zeta function, involving all positive integers in an expression 

involving just the primes! This famous formula is called the “Euler Product Formula” and

is momentous.

Domain Stretching

1. With the Basal Series

So far, we have discussed the zeta function,

^(5) = 1 + — + — + — + — + — + — + for all (.v) greater than 1. The domain of this-Z X Z ’’J S v/C’

function is s >1. We know that the function does not converge for 5 < 1. It would seem 

that there is nothing that can be done to find functional values for any arguments that do
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not converge. There is a little trick used by mathematicians, called “domain stretching”, 

which does exactly what it states. It makes the domain include more numbers. For an 

example of domain stretching, let us stretch a simpler function. This example is due to 

Derbyshire (137).

We will stretch the domain of an infinite sum, and then apply the same methods to

the more complex zeta function. Let

(1) S'(x) = 1 + x + x7 + x3 + x4 + x5 + + x7 + x8...

which can easily be shown to have a domain from -1 to 1 exclusive, i.e. it converges for 

all reals in (-1, 1). To test the domain, you can simply substitute 1 into the function. It is 

easy to see that 1+1+1+1... will diverge. When x is a fraction, with an absolute value less

than 1, the increasing exponents will decrease the function value. This means that the 

function will converge and everything is good.

Here is a graph of S(x) over its entire domain.

Not all too exciting. But we can stretch the domain by re-writing S(x) as

S(x) = 1 + x(l + x + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8...) by simply factoring an x out of 

every possible term. But everything inside the parenthesis is the original S(x). So we can

just say, S(x) = 1 + xS(x). This means that S^x) - xS(x) = 1 ■ Simple factoring,
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1
5(x)[l - x] = 1, and division leaves us with S(x) =

1 -x
. This function has values at

every point except at 1. Its graph:

contains all the points from the original S(x) 

graph, plus an infinitely more points. The domain has been stretched!

2. With the zeta function

Can we do the same thing to the zeta function? To expand the domain, we must 

introduce a new function, eta (p). The eta function is

77(5) = 1 - — + —----- — + —-----— + ——... This function has a domain of all s greater» x z r^S .V ^5 >~J S

than zero, although we will not prove this fact here.

Some basic algebra will allow us to manipulate the eta function into something

useful. Note that (1-2 + 3- 4 + 5- 6 + 7- 8 +...) is the same as

(1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 +...)-2x (2+ 4 + 6 + 8 +...)Let us apply this trick to the right

hand side of the eta function. We are left with

....111111 . „ z 1 1 1 1 1
2* 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 6, g, 10,

We can factor out of the rightmost infinite series to leave us with
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z x zi 1 1 1 1 1 1 x n 1 Z1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x

/V / V r y 4, 5, 6, 7.5 2J 2s 3s 4s 5s 6s Is
There are two of the same series on the right hand side. If you look closely, the identical

series are actually zeta functions!

A little bit of rearranging leaves us with ^(s) = 7(5) 4- (1 - ~p) • Since the eta

function has a domain greater than zero, we can now solve zeta for all positive values 

excluding 1, where the zeta function is undefined.

A similar process was used to stretch the domain of zeta to numbers < 0. Doing so 

was first suggested by Euler and proved by Riemann. The derivation involves more

sophisticated mathematics than I will go into here but the result is valid nonetheless.

^(1 - s) = 21"1 ' sin n sine is in radians and the 7i is 3.14159...
k 2 J

To solve ^(-10), we just need to calculate Qd 1) and substitute that value into the above

function. As a side note, both the function expressed as i^(l-s) and the function in terms

of <^(s) result in the same answer for the argument !6. The zeta function is not mirrored 

exactly about the argument but arguments equidistant from ‘/2 are closely related.

Now that we have zeta in terms of ^(1 -s), we can see our first meaningful graph

of the zeta function.
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Each of the graphs has a wider view of the function and each allows us to see something 

interesting: every negative, even integer results in a zero for the zeta function. We can 

assume this to be true. If you remember the Riemann Hypothesis says, “Every non-trivial 

zero of the zeta function has real part one half.” Sadly, these zeros that occur at every 

negative even integer are trivial.

The work with the zeros of the zeta function is not even the most significant work 

that Riemann did in his famous paper. The most important result of Riemann’s paper was 

the connection between and the zeta function. Riemann did not prove the Prime 

Number Theorem or the Riemann Hypothesis (obviously), but it was still profound. 

Riemann’s paper provided a direct link to the Prime Number Theorem, but the Riemann 

Hypothesis was much “stronger” mathematically. If the Riemann hypothesis were true, 

then the Prime Number Theorem would follow as a conclusion. The PNT could be, and 

was, proven by a weaker theorem. (It was, in fact, later proven true by showing that all 

nontrivial zeros of the zeta function are less than 1.)

Complex Numbers

If you remember, the Riemann Hypothesis says, “every non-trivial zero of the 

zeta function has real part one half.” We have found some zeros already, but they are
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trivial. In order to show where the non-trivial zeros come from, we must introduce

imaginary and complex numbers.

1. Why are imaginary numbers necessary?

Envision a world eons ago where only natural numbers (1,2,3,4...) existed. All of 

the mathematicians ran around and solved all the problems they could. One day, someone 

asked, “What is 4 minus 8?” Well there is no number in the natural numbers to answer

the question. So someone had to go out and invent the integers (positive and negative 

whole numbers). Now everyone was happy in this world. Until someone says, “I know 

that 8 divided by 4 is 2, but what is 9 divided by 4?” So mathematicians went off and

invented the rational numbers (any number that can be written as in the form — where a 
b

and b are integers and b * 0). Next, there needed to be a solution to the question, “The 

square root of 36 is 6, but what is the square root of 35?” It is not an integer or rational 

answer, so the irrational numbers (any number that is not rational) were brought into 

existence. Some examples of irrational numbers are 72 and re. The union of these 

number sets, the rationals and the irrationals, define what is called the real numbers.

Lastly, someone asked, “What is the square root of-1?” Well there are no real 

numbers to answer this question. No rational or irrational number, when squared, is 

negative. If it was negative to begin with, the product of two negatives is a positive. 

Someone had to create a number set to answer this question. Since there was no such 

number, someone just imagined there was. They called it z and defined it as 7-T. Just 

like that, imaginary numbers came about. 7-6" is just 77 x 7-1 and therefore iyj6 . If
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you combine a real and an imaginary number, we get a complex number. The real and 

complex numbers form a closed set.

2. Basic operations with complex numbers

The general form for a complex number is (a+bi). Every number can be written in 

complex form. A real is just a complex number with an imaginary part equal to zero.

( 76 can be written 7*5 +0i). Basic operations can be performed on complex numbers.

-5 + 4/ plus 10-6/ is simply 5 - 2/. For subtraction, we just deal with the real and 

imaginary parts separately again. To multiply complex numbers, one just uses the FOIL 

method from middle school math. -5 + 4/ multiplied by 10 - 6/ is - 50 + 30/ + 40/ - 24/2.

This reduces to - 26 + 70/.

Division is not any harder. What is 6 divided by /? To solve this, we just multiply

— 6/ 7
both the top and the bottom by -/. This leaves us with ——. / is just -1 and so the

denominator reduces to 1 and the answer is - 6/. Complex division is accomplished with

-5 + 4/
the same trick. ----------is solved by multiplying the top and bottom by the complex

10-6/

conjugate of the denominator. (The complex conjugate of a+bi is just a-bi.) The 

numerator turns into, - 74 + 10/ while the denominator is 136. The complete answer is

-74 4 .
------- 1------ z.
136 136

To graph a complex number, we cannot just use a number line, as is often used for 

reals. We have to use the complex number plane. For example, we could graph the 

value -4 + 3/ and it would look something like this:
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Real

We can just plot out the real part on the horizontal axis, and the imaginary part on the

vertical axis. The point could also be plotted by knowing the point’s distance from the

origin, x , and the angle a line from it to the origin makes with the positive horizontal

axis, Am(z). With this method, there is redundancy because any Am(z) summed with any

multiple of 2 would have the same measure.

3. Convergence with complex numbers

The Riemann hypothesis states that all the non-trivial zeros of the zeta function

have real part V2. As you have probably guessed, this refers to complex variables. To get a

grasp of convergence in the complex plane, let us do a simpler example. We can use a

familiar function from earlier. Remember that

------= 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8... We know that this converges for real
1 -x

numbers between -1 and 1. It also works for some imaginary numbers. If we let x = — /,

we see
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1 . 1 • J .2 . ZU3 . ,*,41 .s4 5 , z , Z . Z ;\8
- = \ + -i + (-z)2 + (— 0 + (-z)4 + (-z)5 + (-z)6 + (-/) + (-z) ... The left side

1—z 
2

reduces to 0.8+0.4i by multiplying by the complex conjugate. Let us take a closer look at

the right side. By resolving the parentheses, we are left with

,1.11.1 1.1 1 .
2 4 8 16 32 64 128

It is hard to tell if this converges by simply looking at it. By plotting the graph, we can 

easily see the behavior of the series.

Imaginary

We first add a real 1, then and imaginary */2. We subtract a real !4 and then an 

imaginary 1/8. We just keep doing this and we can see that the graph converges to the

expected value of 0.8+.04i. The heart of the Riemann Hypothesis lies in functions of a 

complex variable. Nearly every function from high school mathematics has a domain that 

can be stretched into the complex numbers. For example, here is the exponential function 

with complex arguments.
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Functions with a complex argument

1. e

Real Component Imaginary Component z
-1 2.141593 -1+2.14159i -0.198+0.309i
0 3.141593 3.14159i -1
1 4.141593 1+4.14159i -1.469-2.287i
2 5.141593 2+5.14159i 3.075+-6.719i
3 6.141593 3+6.14159i 19.885-2.934i
4 7.141593 4+7.141519i 35.688+41.320i

If you look closely at the table above, one of the most eloquent of all

mathematical expressions is in the second line. em = -1 contains the most basic of all 

mathematical symbols, e, i, n, a negative sign, and the number 1. To find e for complex 

arguments, mathematicians stretch the domain and come up with this function

2 , z2 z3 z4 z5 z6
e = 1 + z + — + — 4------+ — +—... which converges for every z, real or complex. To2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7 F

test reals, let z=3. The resulting right hand side simplifies to e x e x e which is exactly

•2 -3 .4 -5 -6

what it should be. Let us try it for m. em = 1 + m + — +----- h — + — + —... After a
2! 3! 4! 5! 6!

dozen terms, the right hand side equals -1.00183-0.00044516 z. After a two dozen terms, 

it equals -1 -1.70272 x 10"13 z.... As you see, it is almost at -1 after only 24 iterations.

2. Log

The exponential function is just one of many functions that have been extended to include 

complex numbers in their domain. The log function for any complex number z is defined 

as log z = log|z| + z x Am(z), where |z| is the distance from the point to the origin and

Am(z) is the angle measured in radians. Here is an example of a log table for complex

arguments.
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z iog(z)
1 0

1+1 0.151+0.341i
2i 0.301+0.682i

-2+2 i 0.451+1.023i
-4 0.602+1.364i

-4-4i 0.7535-1.0231
-8i 0.903-0.682i

The argument goes up in multiples of 1+/ and the function value goes up by 

addition of 0.151+0.341/. This is the trademark of a log function. The only mathematical

thought to keep in mind is to watch out for a angle, Am(z). that is larger than 2k. If so, we

just subtract 2 k because radians are always within the values of -2kand 2 k.

We still need to know more about complex numbers. If you remember the zeta

function is ^(s) = 1 + — + — + — + — +... with an argument of (s). If this domain is 
2s 2s 4s 5s

going to include complex arguments, then we have to know how to raise a number to a 

complex power. If you remember, ab = eb'na is a basic rule of logs. If we define z and w 

to be complex numbers, then the same holds, z* = ew,nz

For example, let us raise -6+2/ to the power 2+3/. First we find the log of-6+2/, 

which we have already seen how to do. We then multiply the log by 2+3/ and raise e to 

theproduct. So (-6 + 2Z)2*3' =e(2+3'),n(’6+2,) = 0.00149582-0.00834185 i. Since we can do 

complex powers, we can evaluate the zeta function for complex arguments.

It has been proven, just not here, that the zeta function has a domain for all 

complex arguments and therefore converges for all complex arguments as long as 

5 * 1 + 0/. At 5=1, the zeta function has no value. Everywhere else, it does. For some 

arguments, the zeta function has a value of 1 or 4-11 /, but there are some arguments for 

the zeta function that make the function converge to zero. As we already have seen, if (s)
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is a negative multiple of 2, the function has a value of zero. These are trivial and not 

worth much consideration. There are non-trivial arguments that result in the zeta function 

converging to zero.

Graphing the Zeta

1. Preliminary graphing examples

It would be great to finally see a graph of the zeta function. The standard graphs 

of functions from algebra just take an input, say an x, operate on the argument, and

with complex arguments, but it is impossible. The difficulty arises because the argument 

of the function has two dimensions, its real and imaginary components. The function 

value has the same two components. Where we could graph y = x3, in two dimensions, 

we need four to graph any function with complex arguments and values.
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With that caveat, let us try to 

see a higher dimensional graph in the 

two dimensions of paper. Let us try it

with a three-dimension function

before we try it with the four of the 

zeta function. Think of the graph of 

x2 + y2 = 9-z2. This is simply a 

modified function for a sphere of 

radius 3. Let us imagine that we just 

tried to plot every point where z=0.

We can see that it is just a circle. If you were entirely incapable of thinking in three 

dimensions, looking at the two-dimension graph of where one of the dimensions was zero 

would be extremely advantageous.

2. Graphing zeta arguments

We can now apply this thinking to the zeta function. This is somewhat harder to 

grasp but it can be done. Remember that we give the zeta function an argument with two 

dimensions, and it returns a function value with real and imaginary components. What if 

we plotted all the arguments that resulted in the function itself having either a zero real or 

a zero imaginary component?

Let us imagine that the argument -4+10/ resulted in a function value of 0-10.965/ 

(it does not). That point would go on the graph since the function value had a real 

component equal to zero. If 10-72/ converged to a value of 11+0/ (it does not), the point 

10-72/ would also be plotted on the graph. There would be two types of lines on this
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graph. There are lines that correspond to a purely real function value. This is where the 

imaginary component of the answer is equal to zero. Likewise, there are lines 

corresponding to a purely imaginary function value. These lines represent where the real 

component of the function is equal to zero.

Now that we have a grasp of what we are thinking about, let us look at such a 

graph. It might be slightly overwhelming at first but this graph is truly what the Riemann 

Hypothesis is all about.
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Remember that this is a graph of the arguments. On the left side of every line, we 

see whether the line is corresponding to a pure-real or pure-imaginary function value. If 

there is an i next to a line, it is a purely imaginary line. If there is nothing next to the line, 

it is purely real. There is also a line on the graph, parallel to the imaginary axis, 

corresponding to arguments with real part equal to 1.

Zeros of the zeta function

If you look closely, you can see where the curves cross. This is where both the 

real and imaginary components of the zeta function are equal to zero. These are zeros of

the zeta function! If you look closely, they all have real part . These are the zeros that

Riemann’s Hypothesis is concerned with. They are the non-trivial zeros of the zeta 

function. Every zero discovered to date is in the form, -^ + bi. The first zero has an 

imaginary part of 14.134725...

There has been no proof though, that every single zero of the zeta function has

real part . The 10,000,000,000,000,000,010,OOO-th zero of the zeta function is at the

argument — + 1,370,919,909,931,995,309,568.33539..../ That and every zero down to the

first has a real part .

But why are these zeros so important? Expressing a function in terms of its zeros 

happens all the time. To graph the function x2 + 12x + 27 by hand, the first step is to set it 

equal to zero and factor. The zeros in x2 + 12x + 27 are -9 and -3. Transitioning from 

the very basic to the very complex, Riemann was able to take the zeta function, and state
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it in a lengthy expression in terms of the non-trivial zeros of the zeta function. He then 

continued in his paper, performing some wonderful mathematics. All the while, he 

assumed that every non-trivial zero had real part one half. Since his paper was published, 

there have been tomes written starting with the line, “Assuming that the Riemann 

Hypothesis is true...” If the Riemann Hypothesis were disproved, a large chunk of higher 

mathematics would fall as well. If you remember, there is a direct link between the Prime 

Number Theorem and the zeta function. If we understand the zeros of the zeta function, 

we also have a better understanding of the distribution of the primes.

Why has the Riemann Hypothesis become so famous?

As most lay people will eventually ask, “What difference does it make whether 

some theorem is true or false?” Well, large prime numbers, easily found if the Riemann 

Hypothesis is true, are used continuously in cryptography. Large primes are used to 

encode communications with credit card orders and countless other applications. But 

primarily, this problem has taken on a life of its own. It is not that the world will be a 

better place if it is resolved. So many prominent and proficient mathematicians have 

helped bolster the Riemann Hypothesis’ legend. Their countless hours of work are all an 

attempt to know something more about the mathematical universe. Mathematicians want 

to know for the sake of knowing.

1. Could it be true?

The large amount of seemingly logical mathematics written with the Riemann 

Hypothesis as a base suggests that it might be true. And, there is no shortage of claimed 

resolutions of the Riemann Hypothesis. By searching online, one can easily find proofs
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claiming to prove or disprove the Hypothesis. With all the proofs available, there is one 

recent proof of note.

In 2004, Louis de Branges, a 70-year-old eccentric French-American 

mathematician claimed proof of the Riemann Hypothesis. He claims proof by using an 

unsuspected field of mathematics, treatment of Hilbert spaces of entire functions. De 

Branges is one of few experts in this area of mathematics. He is also one of few 

mathematicians working on the Hypothesis who shares his work freely with colleagues. 

Many modern mathematicians are hiding their hands from their perceived competitors in 

the race towards the proof. The one million dollar prize for the first person to resolve the 

Riemann Hypothesis, plus the instant fame for solving the most famous problem in all of 

mathematics, are keeping lips sealed.

Although De Branges has posted his 121-page proof on the Internet for anyone to 

critique, few actually care to read it. He has previously posted many alleged proofs of the 

Riemann Hypothesis that were quickly disproved for critical errors. Sadly, many modem 

mathematicians would need to acquire an extensive knowledge of Hilbert spaces in order 

to understand his proof. It has been dismissed as quickly as those proofs from novice 

mathematicians claiming to be able to trisect an angle. There is a difference though with 

de Branges; his work has been dismissed before as crazy but ended up being true. He 

proved the Bieberbach Conjecture in 1985, once again using an unexpected area of 

mathematics. At the time, his proof was quickly dismissed, though years later, his 

methodology was tested and accepted as rigorous. So it is possible that a proof of 

Riemann is sitting out there, but its author has such a terrible rapport with his colleagues 

that no one is willing to invest the time needed for considering the work. He has been
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wrong so many times, that the general consensus is to consider him to have been lucky 

once in proving the Bieberbach conjecture.

2. Could it be false?

There are mathematical reasons to think that the Riemann Hypothesis is false. It is 

possible to break down the zeta function into parts, each of which tells you something 

about its behavior. There is a part called “The S-function,” and its value usually lingers 

around zero, though it calculated to have reached values near 3 as the imaginary 

components of the arguments increase. Either way, if this function’s value ever reaches 

values near 100, it might be possible to find zeros with real part not equal to l/2. It has 

been estimated that the imaginary component of the argument would need to be greater

jqIO.OOO

than 10 , values that are much greater than current computational techniques allow.

For those who wish to lend their services to disproving the Riemann hypothesis, it is 

possible to volunteer CPU time on your personal computer to a group attempting to find 

zeros without real part ’A computationally.

Conclusions

Sadly, there has been little headway made by mainstream mathematicians of late. 

Most of the current work on the Riemann hypothesis consists of working with 

expressions that are mathematically equivalent. If you remember, if the Riemann 

Hypothesis was proved true, then the Prime Number Theorem would also be true. 

Similarly, there are other hypotheses that are of equal or greater mathematical weight. If 

one of them were proved true, the Riemann Hypothesis would be true as a result.
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For example, in 1914, mathematician G.H. Hardy successfully proved that there 

are infinitely many non-trivial zeros of the zeta function with real part one half. This is a 

step forward, but it is important to understand that this does not prove the Riemann 

Hypothesis. It does provide for three options, though. There could be infinitely many 

zeros, finitely many zeros, or no zeros, with real part not equal to one half. If the last case 

were proved true, the Riemann would be as well.

Mathematicians have been working on this problem for over 150 years, with 

flurries of advancement and arduous stages of little development. In 1986, Mathematician 

Ken Ribet proved a link between the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture and Fermat’s Last 

Theorem. Andrew Wiles then set out to work on the conjecture in isolation. In 1995, 

using the conjecture and Ribet’s link, he was able to prove Fermat. This methodology is 

the hope of many for the Riemann Hypothesis as well. There is no saying when there 

might be progress in some unexpected area of mathematics that will start a chain of 

dominoes leading to the proof of Riemann’s Hypothesis.
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Mathematica Code

Prime Numbers and the Prime Number 
Theorem
The first 303 prime numbers.
Prime[Range[303]]

{2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61,67,71,73 
,79,83,89,97,101,103,107,109,113,127,131,137,139,149,151,15 
7,163,167,173,179,181,191,193,197,199,211,223,227,229,233,2 
39,241,251,257,263,269,271,277,281,283,293,307,311,313,317, 
331,337,347,349,353,359,367,373,379,383,389,397,401,409,419  
,421,431,433,439,443,449,457,461,463,467,479,487,491,499,50 
3,509,521,523,541,547,557,563,569,571,577,587,593,599,601,6 
07,613,617,619,631,641,643,647,653,659,661,673,677,683,691, 
701,709,719,727,733,739,743,751,757,761,769,773,787,797,809 
,811,821,823,827,829,839,853,857,859,863,877,881,883,887,90 
7,911,919,929,937,941,947,953,967,971,977,983,991,997,1009, 
1013,1019,1021,1031,1033,1039,1049,1051,1061,1063,1069,1087 
,1091,1093,1097,1103,1109,1117,1123,1129,1151,1153,1163,117 
1,1181,1187,1193,1201,1213,1217,1223,1229,1231,1237,1249,12
59.1277.1279.1283.1289.1291.1297.1301.1303.1307.1319.1321.1 
327,1361,1367,1373,1381,1399,1409,1423,1427,1429,1433,1439,  
1447,1451,1453,1459,1471,1481,1483,1487,1489,1493,1499,1511 
,1523,1531,1543,1549,1553,1559,1567,1571,1579,1583,1597,160 
1,1607,1609,1613,1619,1621,1627,1637,1657,1663,1667,1669,16
93.1697.1699.1709.1721.1723.1733.1741.1747.1753.1759.1777.1 
783,1787,1789,1801,1811,1823,1831,1847,1861,1867,1871,1873,  
1877,1879,1889,1901,1907,1913,1931,1933,1949,1951,1973,1979 
,1987,1993,1997,1999}
# of primes from 0-99 
PrimePi[99]-PrimePi[0]
25

# of primes from 100-199
PrimePi[199]-PrimePi[100]
21

# of primes from 1,000-1,099
PrimePi[1099]-PrimePi[1000]
16

# of primes from 10,000-10,099
PrimePi[10099]-PrimePi[10000]
11

# of primes from 100,000-100,099
PrimePi[100099]-PrimePi[100000]
6
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# of primes from 1,000,000-1,000,099
PrimePi[1000099]-PrimePi[1000000]
6

# of primes from 1,000,000,000-1,000,000,099
PrimePi[1000000099]-PrimePi[1000000000]
7

# of primes from 1,000,000,000,000-1,000,000,000,099
PrimePi[1000000000099]-PrimePi[1000000000000]
4

PrimePi[2000]
303
PrimePi[2000000]
148933
PrimePi[2000000000]
98222287
PrimePi[2000000000000]
73301896139

TableForm[{{"2,000", "2,000,000", "2,000,000,000", "2,000,000, 
000,000"},{303,"148,933","98,222,287","73,301,896,139"}},Ta 
bleDirections->{Row,Column} ,TableAlignments->Right,

TableHeadings->{{N,"Number of primes less than N"},{ }}]
N Number of primes less than N

2,000 303

2,000,000 148,933

2,000,000,000 98,222,287

2,000,000,000,000 73,301,896,139

TableForm[{{"2,000","2,000,000","2,000,000,000","2,000,000, 
000,000"},{303,"148,933","98,222,287","73,301,896,139"}},Ta 
bleDirections-> {Row, Column} , TableAlignments->Righ t,

TableHeadings->{ {N, "7r(N) " } , { } } ]
N zr(N)

2,000 303

2,000,000 148,933

2,000,000,000 98,222,287

2,000,000,000,000 73,301,896,139
2000/303.
6.60066
2000000/148933.
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13.4289
2000000000/98222287.
20.362
2000000000000/73301896139.
27.2844

TableForm[{{"2,000","2,000,000","2,000,000,000","2,000,000, 
000,000"},{6.60066,13.4289,20.362,27.2844}},TableDirections 
-> {Row, Column} , TableAlignments-»Right,
TableHeadings->{ {N, "N/7t(N) " } , { }} ]

N N/tt (N)

2,000 6.60066

2,000,000 13.4289

2,000,000,000 20.362

2,000,000,000,000
Log[2000.]
7.6009

27.2844

(7.60090245954208-6.6066)/6.6066
0.150501
(14.5087-13.4289)/13.4289
0.0804087
(21.4164-20.362)/20.362
0.0517827
(28.3242-27.2844)/27.2844
0.0381097

TableForm[{{"2,000","2,000,000","2,000,000,000","2,000,000, 
000,000"},(Log[2000.],Log[2000000.],Log[2000000000.],Log[20 
00000000000.]},{6.60066,13.4289,20.362,27.2844},{15.05,8.04 
,5.18,3.81}},TableDirections-
> {Row, Column} , TableAlignments->Right,

TableHeadings->{ {N, "Log N" , "N/7t(N) " , "% error" }, { }}]
N Log N N/7T (N) % error

2,000 7.6009 6.60066 15.05

2,000,000 14.5087 13.4289 8.04

2,000,000,000 21.4164 20.362 5.18

2,000,000,000,000 28.3242 27.2844 3.81
Plot [y=l/Log[x] , {x,0,2} , PlotRange-»{-5,10} ]
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Plot [Loglntegral [x] , {x,0,15} , PlotRange-»{-5,10} ]

Plot[J 1/Log[t] cSt, {x, 1, 10}, PlotRange-» {-5, 5}]

-Graphics-
Plot[1/Log[x],{x,0,.5}]
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P2000.
1/ Log[t] dlt 

313.764 +0. i
Li[N]
Loglntegral[2000. ]
314.809
Loglntegral[20. ]
9.9053
Loglntegral[200000.]
18036.1
Loglntegral[20000000.]
1.27091xl06
Loglntegral[2000000000.]
9.82253 xlO7
Loglntegral[200000000000.]
8.00712xl09

Pi[N]
PrimePi[20]
8
PrimePi[2000]
303
PrimePi[200000]
17984
PrimePi[20000000]
1270607
PrimePi[2000000000]
98222287
PrimePi[200000000000]
8007105059

N/Ln[N]
20/Log[20. ]
6.67616
2000/Log[2000.]
263.127
200000/Log[200000.]
16385.3
20000000/Log[20000000.]
1.18968 xlO6
2000000000/Log[2000000000.]
9.33863xl07
200000000000/Log[200000000000.]
7.68593 xlO9

Li[N]-Pi[N]
Loglntegral[20.]-PrimePi[20.]
1.9053
Loglntegral[2000.]-PrimePi[2000.]
11.8092
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Loglntegral[200000.]-PrimePi[200000.]
52.0521
Loglntegral[20000000.]-PrimePi[20000000.]
298.036
Loglntegral[2000000000.]-PrimePi[2000000000.]
3015.14
Loglntegral[200000000000.]-PrimePi[200000000000.]
13344.7

Pi[N]/(N/Ln[N])
PrimePi[20.]/(20/Log[20. ] )
1.19829
PrimePi[2000.]/(2000/Log[2000.])
1.15154
PrimePi[200000.]/(200000/Log[200000.])
1.09757
PrimePi[20000000.]/(20000000/Log[20000000.])
1.06802
PrimePi[2000000000.]/(2000000000/Log[2000000000.])
1.05178
PrimePi[200000000000.]/(200000000000/Log[200000000000.])
1.04179

Pi[N]/Li[N]
PrimePi[20.]/Loglntegral[20.]
0.807648
PrimePi[2000.]/Loglntegral[2000.]
0.962488
PrimePi[200000.]/Loglntegral[200000.]
0.997114
PrimePi[20000000.]/Loglntegral[20000000.]
0.999765
PrimePi[2000000000.]/Loglntegral[2000000000.]
0.999969
PrimePi[200000000000.]/Loglntegral[200000000000.]
0.999998

NPlot[fPrimePi[N] , Loglntegral[N] , " -}, {N, 0, 1000}l
11 Log[N] J J
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25

200 400 600 800 1000

-Graphics-
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N
Iog[N]

b {N, 0, 1000}, PlotLabel "The EOT"]Plot[{PrimePi[N] , Loglntegral[ N]
The TNT

-Graphics-
Options[Plot]

{AspectRatio-> ----- — ----------, Axes -) Automatic, AxesLabel -> None, AxesOrigin-) Automatic,
I GoldenRatio
AxesStyle-> Automatic, Background-) Automatic, ColorOutput-) Automatic, Compiled-> True,
Def aultColor-) Automatic, DefaultFont$DefaultFont, DisplayFunction:-) $DisplayFunction, 
Epilogs {}, FormatType:-) $FormatType, Frame-) False, FrameLabel -> None, FrameStyle-) Automatic, 
FrameTicks^ Automatic, GridLines-> None, ImageSize-) Automatic, MaxBend-) 10., PlotDivision -> 3 
PlotLabel-) None, PlotPoints-> 25, PlotRange -> Automatic, PlotRegion-) Automatic,
PlotstyleAutomatic, Prolog-) {}, RotateLabel-) True, TextStyle :-> $TextStyle, Ticks-> Automat!

The Basal Problem and the zeta
function

TableForm[{{"10","100","1,000","10,000","100,000","1,000,00 
0"},{1.54977,1.63498,1.64393,1.64483,1.64492,1.64493}},Tabl 
eDirections-> {Row, Column} , TableAlignmen ts-»Right,
TableHeadings->{{"First N Terms","Their Sum"},{ }}]
First N Terms Their Sum

10 1.54977

100 1.63498

1,000 1.64393

10,000 1.64483

100,000 1.64492

1,000,000 1.64493
sum=0;

Do[sum+=l./iA2,{i,1000000}]; 
sum
1.64493
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1.6449330668487714...
1.64493. . .
7Ta2/6.

1.64493
1.6449340668482262'
Plot [y=Zeta [x] , {x, 1,4 } , PlotRange-* {0,5}]
5r i

3

2

1

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
-Graphics -
The Basal Problem and the zeta function 
The Basal Problem and the zeta function

Domain Stretching
Plot[y=l+x+xA2+xA3+xA4+xA5+xA6+xA7+xA8+xA9+xA10+xAll,{x,-
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Zeta function graphs
Plot [y=Zeta [x] , {x, -10,0}, PlotRange->{ - . 1, . 1} ]

Plot [y=Zeta [x] , {x,-16,0} ,PlotRange-»{ -1,1} ]

Plot [y=Zeta [x] , {x, -2,1} , PlotRange-»{ -4,1} ]
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-Graphics-
Zeta[For[i=-10;i,i<l,Print[i];i++]]
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
Zeta[Null]
Zeta[0]

1
~ 2
Zeta[-1]

1
” 12
Zeta[-2]
Zeta[-3]
Zeta[-4]
Zeta[-5]
Zeta[-6]
Zeta[-7]
Zeta[-8]
Zeta[-9]
Zeta[-10]

0
1

120
0

1
’252
0

1
240

0
1

’ L32
0

Exp [7ri]
/iie

l.+I*Pi+((I*Pi)A2)/2!+((I*Pi)A3)/3!+((I*Pi)A4)/4!+((I*Pi)A5 
)/5!+((I*Pi)A6)/6! + ((I*Pi)A7)/7! + ((I*Pi)A8)/8! + ((I*Pi)A9) /9 
! + ((I*Pi)A10)/10!+((I*Pi)All)/ll!+((I*Pi)A12)/12!+((I*Pi)A1
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3)/13!+((I*Pi)A14)/14!+((I*Pi)A15)/15!+((I*Pi)A16)/16!+((I* 
Pi)A17)/17!+((I*Pi)A18)/18! + ( (I*Pi)A19)/19!+((I*Pi)A20)/20! 
+((I*Pi)A21)/21’+((I*Pi)A22)/22!+((I*Pi)A23)/23!

-1. - 1.70272 x 10~13 i

l.+I*Pi+((I*Pi)A2)/2!+((I*Pi)A3)/3!+((I*Pi)A4)/4!+((I*Pi)A5 
)/5!+((I*Pi)A6)/6!+((I*Pi)A7)/7!+((I*Pi)A8)/8!+((I*Pi)A9)/9 
!+((I*Pi)A10)/10!+((I*Pi)All)/ll!
-1.00183-0.00044516 i 
(-6.+21)A(2+31)

0.00149582 -0.00834185 i
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